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In the well-known product formulae for Nielsen numbers and tibre maps a relation is established 
between the Nielsen numbers of the base space, the total space and the fibre. In this work we 
extend these formulae to a pullback situation relating the Nielsen numbers on the four spaces 
involved in the pullback. The approach taken is to first study the Reidemeister analogue and then, 
to relate the topology to the algebra. 
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Nielsen number tibre space ANR 
1. Introduction 
Let A, B, E be compact, path-connected, Absolute Neigborhood Retracts (ANR’s) 
and let p : E --, B be a Hurewicz fibration. Suppose that we are given maps g : A + B, 
cu:A~A,p:B-*Band&:E-,Esuchthatp.g=g.(Yandp.p=p.&;thesedefine 
a self-map ail E of the pullback (fibred-product) An E of p over g. Suppose that 
p is Q-orientable (i.e., if r,(B) acts trivially on the rational homology of the fibres 
of p); then the Lefschetz numbers of (Y, B, E and (Y n E are related by the formula 
L((ull&)L(p) = L((Y)L(E). (1.1) 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove a formula analogous to (1.1) for 
Nielsen Numbers (Theorem A, section 2). We show below how (1.1) can be proved, 
and use this proof to motivate the proof of Theorem A. 
To obtain formula (1.1) we proceed as follows. Let 
I-: B’i-lE+E’ 
be a lifting function for the fibration p : E + B; then for every b E B and every path 
o:I+B from P(b) to b, we define the map Eb:p-‘(b)+p-‘(b) by eb(e)= 
T(w, e(e))(l). Notice that if b =/3(b) and w is the constant path at b, then .sb 
coincides with the restriction of E to p-‘(b). The following formula is known: 
L(e) = UP)U%) (1.2) 
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(see Appendix). Formula (1.2) applied to the induced fibration F: An E + A with 
a E A, yields 
L(arls)= ~(a)~((Url&),). (1.3) 
If we choose a and b such that g(a) = b, then the map (afl E), coincides with the 
map &b, and so, their respective Lefschetz numbers are equal; formula (1.1) is then 
obtained from (1.2) and (1.3) by eliminating L( &b) (the case L( (u) = 0 is dealt with 
by observing that with this assumption the general formula stated is identically zero). 
Brown [2] initiated in 1967 the study of a formula analogous to (1.2) for the 
Nielsen number of a fibre map. He observed that under special circumstances, 
N(c) = N(P)N(&b); 
however, the general formula remained elusive until the work of You [ 151 (see also 
[ 1 l] and [ 12]), and involves the relative (or K-) Nielsen number of the fibre, together 
with a subgroup index as a correction factor. Even allowing for correction factors, 
our proof is not as simple as that of the Lefschetz generalization to pullbacks, for 
if K is the kernel of r,(F) + r,(E), where F is the fibre of p, and U is the kernel 
of r,(F) + r,(Afl E), then the Nielsen formulae for p and jj involve, respectively, 
the K-Nielsen number and the U-Nielsen number of the fibre (cf. Corollary 5.15). 
The net result of all this is that there is no common term that can be eliminated as 
in the Lefschetz situation. We can satisfactorily resolve the problem by giving a 
product formula for p: All E + A involving the H-Nielsen number of cy fl E (where 
H is a certain subgroup of rr,(All E); see (5.5)) and the K-Nielsen number of 
((Y n E),. In order to do this, one needs to give a relative version of the product 
formulae for fibre maps described in [ 1 l] or [ 151. 
In Section 2 we state Theorem A, some of its consequences, and the concepts 
needed to describe them. In Section 3 we draw out Reidemeister analogues of (1.2) 
and (1.3); this purely algebraic section gives insight into the topological situation, 
permits us to introduce the subgroup indices mentioned above and shows how they 
are interrelated. In Section 4 we investigate a Jiang condition that is needed for 
Theorem A, while Section 5 gives the proofs of Section 2 and some further results. 
The paper ends with an Appendix in which we prove the well-known but unpublished 
formula (1.2). 
2. Main results 
All spaces considered in this aper are compact, path-connected ANR’s; these, 
being dominated by compact polyhedra, have an index rheory (see, for example, 
[3]), a fact which will be crucial for the definition of Nielsen numbers. 
Most of our notation and definitions are borrowed from [ 111; moreover, as in 
[ll], the group operations are denoted additively, even in the non-abelian case. 
Thus, if G is a group, its identity element is denoted by 0, and the inverse of x + y 
is -(x+y)=-y+(-x). 
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Let 17X be the fundamental groupoid of a space X and let H be a subgroupoid 
of fIX with vertex group H(x) at each point XE X; suppose that H is normal, i.e., 
for every path w :x + y in X, [W + H(y) - CO] = H(x). Denote by Q(f) the set of all 
fixed points of a self-map f: X + X. Given x, y E O(f), the point x is said to be 
H-Nielsen equivalent toy ifthere isa path A :x+y in X such that [A -f(A)]E H(x). 
Let @h(f) be the set of all H-Nielsen equivalence classes of Q(f). and let EH(f) 
be the subset of these classes FE @h(f) whose index i(F) is non-zero (see [3]). The 
cardinality of EH(f) is the H-Nielsen number off; and is denoted by NH(J). In 
particular, when H is the trivial subgroupoid we get the usual Nielsen number off 
denoted by N(f); the definitions imply that NH(f) s N(f) (further relations 
between N(f) and N,.,(f) are given in [ll, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.141). 
Let p : E + B be a fibration with fibre F over a base-point b E B. Also, let g : A + B 
be a given function, and let An E be the pullback of p via g; notice that the pullback 
space Afl E, is a compact, path-connected ANR (see [15, Lemma 4.41). Denote the 
projections of An E onto A and E respectively by p and g. Select e E Fc E and 
aEA,suchthatg(a)=p(e)=b;supposethatmapsa:A-,A,P:B~Band&:E~E 
aregivensuchthatp.p=p.&,andp.g=g.(Y;thesemapsdefineamapan&:An 
E + ATI E making all the pertinent squares commutative. Let T,(A, a)n T,(E, e) 
be the pullback of p*: T,(E, e) + T,(B, 6) via the homomorphism g,: n,(A, a)+ 
T,(B, b). Let us denote the projections of x,(A, a)ll~,(E, e) onto x,(A, a) and 
T,( E, e) by @* and g.+, respectively. 
The coherence conditions above will be tacitly assumed from now to the end of the 
paper. 
The purpose of our main results (Theorem A and following) is to determine the 
relationship between the Nielsen numbers of a, p, E and of a relative Nielsen 
number of the map (Y n E. 
Consider the homomorphism 
4: rr(An 6 (a, e))+ r,(A, a)n ~(6 e) 
defined by Nzl) = ((&[zl, WJzl), f or every [Z]E rr,(All E, (a, e)). The 
subgroup H = ker r#~ of r,(All E, (a, e)) plays an important role in this paper; 
in particular, an essential hypothesis in the statement of Theorem A is that 
(an E)*(H) is contained in /(all E), the Jiang subgroup of aI7 e: we recall from 
[12] that for a map f: X + X, J(f) consists of those elements [z] E r,(X, f(x,,)) for 
which there is a homotopy ly off onto itself, such that !P(xO, -) = z. In the case 
f = lx, J(lx) coincides with the Gottlieb group G(X) of X (see [9]). 
Before we give the statement of our main result, we recall a few definitions and 
fix some notation. A fibration p: E + I3 is orientable if, for any lifting function 
f : B’ fl E + E * and any loop A E a( Z3, b), the map r( A, -)( 1) is homotopic to the 
identity map of F = p-‘( b) (see [ 15, section 51). A group endomorphism f: G + G 
is eventually commutative if there exists a positive integer n such that f”(G) is 
abelian. In particular, thus is true whenever there exists a positve integer n such 
that f n is the zero homomorphism; in this special case, f is said to be nilpotent. The 
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subgroup of all elements of G which are fixed under f is denoted by Fixf, given 
subgroups H and K of G, we indicate with [G: H] the number of cosets of H in 
G, and with [G : H + K] the number of double cosets of H and K in G (see [lo]). 
Theorem A. Let p: E --, B be an orientable fibration. Suppose that (all e).+(H) c 
J(all E) and that both a* and e* are eventually commutative. Then 
[Fix&:g,(Fix a,)+p,(Fix e,)]N(cr)N(c) = N,(cune)N(p).’ 
At this point we remind the reader that a short exact sequence of groups 
has a splitting with respect o an endomorphism g of Gz if there exists a cross-section 
s : G + G2 such that g(s( G)) c s(G). 
Proposition B. Letp : E + B be an orientablefibrution such that (an e)*( H)J(a n e). 
Let K = ker {i* : r,(F, e) + r,( E, e)} and suppose that the short exact sequence 
O~~,(F,e)/K-,~,(E,e)-,~,(B,b)-*O 
has a splitting with respect o E*, for all base points e E E. Then, 
N(a)N(e)= N,(al-le)N(B). 
Furthermore, if in addition (a il e)* 1 H is nilpotent, then 
N(a)N(e)= N(aI--le)N(B). 
Notice that the splitting condition for all base points required in the Proposition 
is implied by a splitting condition for one base point e and by requiring that the 
image of ?r,(B, p(e)) is normal in rr,(E, e) (see [8, Lemma 2.21). 
Proposition B has the following interesting consequence. 
Corollary C. Letp : E + B be afibratio’n satisfying (an e)*(H) c J(a n E). If L(p) f 
0, B is simply connected and (an E)* 1 H is nilpotent, then 
N(ane)= N(a)N(e). 
Remark. From the usual Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the homotopy groups of the 
pullback of the diagram A + B t E we deduce the existence of an exact sequence 
(For this, use for example, ([5,2.2,2.4 and 4.2.1) Thus, the condition that (a ll E)* 1 H 
is nilpotent is equivalent to the endomorphism of rr*( N)/im c induced by /3 being 
nilpotent. In particular, if /3* : w2( B) + n2( B) is nilpotent this condition is fulfilled. 
Hence, the hypothesis of Corollary C hold true if B is weakly contractible and in 
that case, N( a n E) = N( a x E). 
’ When A = {*} is a singleton space with * a fixed point of /3 in E, this formula generalizes a formula 
of You (see [ 15, S.91 or [ 11,4.12]) which in turn generalizes a formula of Brown, given in ([4, Theorem]). 
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Recall that if E is a self-map of a space E then, N(E) is a lower bound for the 
number 
(see [ 12,4.7]). Boju Jiang has given conditions on E under which these two numbers 
coincide: if E is a compact path-connected polyhedron without local separating 
points and E is not a surface (with or without boundary), then N(E) = M(E) ([ 13, 
Main Theorem]). Following Fade11 (see [7]), we define a Wecken space to be a 
compact path-conneced ANR E such that for every self-map E : E + E, N(E) = M(e). 
Proposition D. Letp : E + B be an orientablefibration, let g : A --, B, a : A -* A, /3 : B + B 
and E : E + E be maps satisfying the coherence conditions previously defined. Moreover, 
assume that 
(i) ((~n~)*(H)cJ(alTl&); 
(ii) [Fix p*: p,(Fix E*)] is independent of eE e(e); 
(iii) [Fix (Y*: &(Fix (a,il E*))] is independent of (a, e)E @(crfle). 
Finally, assume that N(a) # 0 and N(P) # 0. Then, 
(1) N(s)=0 if; and only if; N(alle)=O; 
(2) if All E is a Wecken space, N(e) = 0 implies that M(cu n e) = 0; 
(3) if E is a Wecken space, N(a n e) = 0 implies that M(e) = 0; 
(4) ifboth E and An E are Wecken spaces, M(e) = 0 if and only if M(a ll E) = 0. 
Remarks (a) The reader is invited to consider Proposition D in case A = {b} with 
b E Q(p): since, in this case, conditions (i) and (iii) of Proposition D are automati- 
cally verified, assuming that [Fix /3*: p*(Fix E*)] is independent of e E Q(E) and 
N(P) # 0, the following hold true: 
(I) N(c)=0 if, and only if; N(eb)=O (here eb=eIp-l(b)); 
(2) if F = p-‘( b) is a Wecken space, N(e) = 0 implies that M( eb) = 0; 
(3) if E is a Wecken space, N(eb) = 0 implies that M(e) = 0; 
(4) if both E and Fare Wecken spaces, M(e) = 0 if, and only ifl M(eb) = 0. 
One should’observe xplicitly that if E and F are Wecken spaces, (4) means that 
the self-map E has a fixed point free map in its homotopy class, if and only if, its 
restriction &b to the fibre F = p-‘(b) has a fixed point free map in its homotopy class. 
(b) Conditions (ii) and (iii) of Proposition D hold true, for example, in the 
following cases: 
(b,): a, and E* are eventually commutative (see proof of Theorem A); 
(b2): the short exact sequence of Proposition B satisfies the splitting condition 
with respect to E* (see also [ll, Corollary 4.151). 
We conclude this section with an example in an similar vein to Proposition C. 
Let p : S3 + S2 be the Hopf fibration with fibre S’ and let p : S2 + S2 be a map of 
degree d # -1, thus N(P) # 0. As observed in [4], there is no obstruction to lifting 
P to &:S3+S3 and moreover, N@)=N(&)=l as long d#*l. Let X be a 
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compact, path-connected ANR, g : X + S* and a : X --f X be any map with /lg = go 
and with the homomorphism a, eventually commutative. By Theorem A, because 
H = 0, we have that N(a) # 0 if, and only if, N(CY fl E) # 0. We observe that by 
[ 11,4.17] N(E) = NK (Q) and so, the Brown-Fade11 counter-example is seen to fit 
well in this theory. 
3. Reidemeister numbers and pullbacks 
We remind the reader that the Nielsen number N(f) of a self-map f: X + X is 
less than or equal to the Reidemeister number R(f,) (see definition below); 
moreover, N(f) = R(f,) whenever the Jiang group J(f) = ~T,(X, x) and the Lefschetz 
number L(f) # 0 (see [ 12, Chapter II]). Hence, an understanding of the underling 
algebraic situation serves to give insight into the topological situation. With this in 
mind, we see that the main result of this section (Proposition 3.3) can be viewed 
as a prototype of our main results on Nielsen numbers (compare Proposition 3.3 
with Theorem A). 
Just as the starting point for the proof of the Lefschetz formula for pullbacks is 
the product formula for a Iibration (see the introduction) so also in this section, 
our starting point for the Reidemeister formula for pullbacks is the Reidemeister 
formula for a fibration (Proposition 3.1). This section could be made to be self 
contained since Proposition 3.1 is a special case of an alternative version of the 
pullback formula (Proposition 3.3). However, we have chosen to quote the special 
case already proved in [ll] (namely Proposition 3.1) since this approach is more 
consistent with the overall philosophy of the paper and helps to show firstly how 
the Reidemeister situation differs from the Lefschetz case and later on will allow 
insight into what is missing (and thus what needs to be proved) in the Nielsen case. 
We recall from [ 1 l] that if f: G + G is a group homomorphism, there is an action 
given by 4,(x, y) = x+ y -f(x); in particular, if y = 0 the function &(-, 0) : G+ G 
will be denoted by 1 -f: Clearly 1 -f is not necessarily a group homomorphism, 
but its kernel, the set Fix f = {x E G: x = f(x)} is a subgroup of G. The action & 
defines an equivalence relation on the set G, namely: x-y if, and only if, there is 
a t E G such that x = &(z, y). The orbit set of G by this equivalence relation is 
denoted by Coker( 1 -f): this is a based set, its elements are denoted by [x], and 
its base point is [O]. 
The cardinality of the set Coker (1 -f) is the Reidemeiste~number R(f) of the 
self-homomorphism f: G + G. 
The group Fix f and the based set Coker( 1 -f) are related by the following short 
exact sequence in the category of based sets: 
i 
I-’ O+Fixf-,G- G A Coker( 1 -fl + 0 
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where i is the inclusion homomorphism and j is the quotient function; furthermore, 
iff is eventually commutative (see Section 2) the set Coker (1 -f) has a canonical 
group structure (see [ll, 1.21). 
Consider the short exact sequence 
of groups, together with a homomorphism f2: G,+ G, which restricts to a 
homomorphism f21 N: N + N. We denote the quotient homomorphism from G to 
itself by J: Becauase q2-f2 = f. q2, the homomorphism q2 induces a group 
homomorphism from Fix fi+ Fixf, which we still denote by the same letter q2, and 
a base-preserving function 
q2,: Coker( 1 - fi) + Coker( 1 -f) 
such that, for every [x] E Coker( 1 - fJ, q*,([x]) = [q?(x)]. Now, as in [ 111, we have 
an exact sequence 
O-Fix(fIN)+FixfLFixf: 
Coker (1 -f 1 N) A Coker (1 -f) --% Coker (l-f) ---, 0 
of groups and based sets in which 6 is given by 6(g) = [g -f(g)] and where q(g) = g; 
moreover, if f is eventually commutative the sequence is an exact sequence of groups 
and homomorphisms. 
From these considerations one can easily deduce as in [ll] the following 
Proposition. 
Proposition 3.1 [ll, Corollary 1.151. Iffi is eventually commutative then 
[Fixf: q2Wf2)lWfJ = Nhl N)W9. 0 
This formula is the one we will use to prove our product formula for Reidemeister 
numbers and pullbacks. Note the presence of an extra term in the Reidemeister 
formula that is absent in the corresponding formula for the Lefschetz number. 
From now to the end of this section we suppose we are given the groups G, G, , 
Gz, and the group homomorphisms q, : G, --, G, q2: G,-, G, f: G + G, f, : G, + G,, 
fi : G, + G, satisfying the coherence conditions q, * f, = f * q, , and q2 * f2 = f - q2. Let 
G,ll G2 be the group defined by the pullback diagram 
G,nG, - (32 
41 
4 q2 
The homomorphisms f, f,, and f2 induce a group homomorphism 
AU: G,n G,+ G,n Gz 
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which takes every (x, y) E G,ll Gz into (f,(x),f,(y)), and is such that 4, * (f,llf2) = 
f2 - 4, and & - (f,nfJ =fi . 42. 
Observe that the induced homomorphism q, : G, fl Gz --, G, is onto, and its kernel 
coincides with IV. If f, and f2 are eventually commutative then so is f, fl f2 and we 
can apply Proposition 3.1 to obtain the formula 
W-U: 4,(Fix (finfJ)lR(f,nf,) = R(f,l WR(f,). (3.1) 
Eliminating R(f21 N) from Proposition 3.1 and (3.1) we obtain: 
Corollary 3.2. Zf f, and f2 are eventually commutative, 
[Fixf: q2(Fixf,)lR(f,)R(f,) = Wf,: q2(Fix (finf2))lR(finfi)R(f). 
There is another version of this product formula which we now investigate. 
Proposition 3.3. Zff, andf, are eventually commutative, q2: G2 + G is an epimorphism, 
and [Fixf: q,(Fixf,)+qz(Fixf,)] is the number of double cosers of q,(Fix f,) and 
q2(Fix fJ in Fix f (see [lo]), the following formula holds true: 
Wf: q,(Fixf,)+q,(Fixf,)lR(f,)R(f,)=R(f,nf,)R(f). 
Proof. Let q,, be the base-preserving function obtained analogously to q2* in the 
run-up to Proposition 3.1 and let 
Coker (1 -f,)nCoker (1 -fi) = {([xl, 1~1): [q,(x)1 = [q2(y)1] 
be the pullback of the functions q,+ and qz*. We observe that the cardinality of this 
set is R(f,)R(f,)/R(f) by analogy with the proof of the Lefschetz pullback formula. 
We now define the group homomorphism 
a: Fix(f,Ilf,)+Fixf,xFixf, 
by 4x, Y) = (fi(x),f2(y)) =(x, Y) for every k y) E Fix (f,nf,), and the base- 
preserving functions 
b: Fixf,xFixf,+Fixf 
and 
c: Coker(l-(f,llfi))+Coker(l-f,)tlCoker(l-f2) 
by b(x, Y) = -q,(x)+ qAy), for every (x, Y) E Fixf, x Fixf2, and c([(x, y)l) = 
([xl, [y]), for every [(x, y)] E Coker (1 -(fin&)), respectively. Note that a is a 
monomorphism, and that c is onto. Since q2: G,+ G is an epimorphism, it is not 
hard to show that there is an exact sequence of groups and based sets 
Coker (1 - (fi l-6)) G Coker (1 -f,) n Coker (1 - fi) + 0, 
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where A(x) = [(0, IJ -fi( u))] for every x = q2( u) E G. Observe that because f, and 
f&and hence, f and f,nf,-are eventually commutative, the groups FixJ Fix f, 
and Fix fi are abelian, the sets Coker (1 -f,), Coker (1 - fi) and Coker (1 -(f, Tl fi)) 
are groups and the exact sequence above is an exact sequence of groups and 
homomorphisms. Finally, the cardinality of Coker( l-f,) ll Coker( 1 - fi) is 
R(f,)R(f,)/R(f) and the cokernel of b is precisely the set of double cosets referred 
to in the statement; the proof is now easily completed. 0 
Remark. The exact sequence found in the above proof can be thought of as a kind 
of Mayer-Vietoris sequence for group operations. It parallels the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence for a pullback of a diagram of topological spaces A-, B + E (cf. [5, 2.2, 
2.4 and 4.2). Indeed, Proposition 3.3 can be proved using the groupoid techniques 
discussed there (see also [5,4.8]). 
The indices [Fixf: q,(Fixf,)+q2(Fixf2)] and [Fixf: qz(Fixf,)] are related by 
comparing Corollary 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 to conclude 
Proposition 3.4. If f, and fi are eventually commutative then 
[Fixf: q,(FixfJ + qDixf,)l= [Fixf: qz(Fixfz)ll[Fixf,: Q,(Fix (f,WJ)l. 
The following is an immediate consequence of the above Proposition. 
Proposition 3.5. Zf f, and fi are evenrually commutative and if [Fix f: q,(Fix f2)] = 1 
then, 
[Fixf: ql(Fixf,)+qz(Fixfi)]=[Fixf,: qr(Fix(f,llJJ)]=l. 
Remark. The conclusion of Proposition 3.5 remains true without the eventual 
commutativity condition. 
Proposition 3.6. If the short exact sequence O-, N -+ Gz --, G + 0 has a splitting with 
respect to f2 (see Section 2) then, 
[Fix f: q,(Fix f2)] = 1. 
Proof. The cross-section to q2 : G2 --, G restricts to a cross-section to q2 : Fix f2 -f Fix f; 
implying that [Fix f: q,(Fix fi)] = 1. Cl 
Corollary 3.7. If f, and f2 are eventually commutative and q2 has a splitting with 
respect to fi then, 
R(f,)R(f,) = R(f,nf,)R(fL 
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4. The subgroup H 
In this section we examine briefly conditions under which the hypothesis (a r 
E)*(H) c J( a fl E) holds and give a counter example to show that it is not true in 
general. 
Since J(cu ll E) contains the group (a l-7 E)*(J( 1 AnE)) (see [ 12, II.3.8]), the condi- 
tion ((Y n E)*( If) c /((Y fl E) is satisfied for all maps a ll E whenever H c J( 1An.c) = 
G(All E). Sufficient conditions for H to be contained in G(Al7 E) are as follows: 
(1) (I)*: nr(An E, (a, e))+ rr(A, a) or &: r,(Ail E, (a, e))+ r,(E, e) is 
injective; 
(2) p*: x2( E, e) + n2( B, b) or g* : r2(A, a) + r2( B, 6) is surjective (in particular, 
if 7rz( Z3, b) = 0); 
(3) G(F)=O; 
(4) jj: All E + A is fibre homotopically trivial (in particular, if A is contractible); 
(5) Jbn E) = 77,(An E, (a, e)). 
We now give an example in which (a Yl e).J H) is not contained in J(a n E). 
Realize the short exact sequence of groups 
O--+2+4, PI‘ZpO 
where S, is the group of permutations on three letters, as a fibration of Eilenberg- 
MacLane spaces 
K(Z,, 1) f K(S,, 1) 5 K(Z*, 1). 
Let 
P, 
K(Z,, 1) -i, Eo,- B, 
be the universal fibration with fibre K(Z,, l), where the classifying space B, is 
constructed from the monoid of all self-homotopy equivalences of K(Z,, 1) (in 
other words, pm is not a principal fibration). Let k: K(Z,, l)+ B, be the classifying 
map for p, and identify p with the pullback of pw via k; finally, let E: K(S,, 1) + E, 
be the map obtained in the pullback construction, such that paE= kp. 
By construction i, : Z3 + S, is not the zero map. Since K(Z,, 1) is a path-connected 
H-space, G(K(Z,, 1)) = r,(K(Z,, 1)) = Z, ( see [9]). Furthermore, from that same 
paper of Gottlieb and the exact sequence of the fibration we conclude that j* : Z, + 
m,( E,) is the zero map. This implies that 0 # i.+(Z,) = ker p* c ker k;I and so, H f 0 
because H = ker p* n ker k; . 
On the other hand, still according to [9], G(K(S,, 1)) is the centre of S, and 
hence, is trivial. Thus, if we take (Y n E to be the identity map of K(S,, 1) then, 
(ailt?),(H)=H#Ocannotbecontained inJ(all~)=G(K(S,,l))=O. 
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5. Proofs 
In this section we complete the proofs of our results on Nielsen numbers. The 
proof of Theorem A follows the philosophy of the proof of the Lefschetz pullback 
theorem, and the Reidemeister analogue. However there are a couple of glitches in 
the analogy, which we now attempt to explain. 
Consider the exact sequence of Proposition B 
O+ rl(F, e)/K+ ~~(6 e)+ =,(&p(e))+0 (5.1) 
and the self-morphism of this sequence induced by E, and /3. We can apply Proposi- 
tion 3.1 under suitable eventual commutativity conditions to obtain the formula 
[Fix P*: P+(Fix 4IN4 = &(w),)WP*), (5.2) 
where &(Q~~, ) is the Reidemeister number of the induced homomorphism on 
r,( F, e)/K. This number is called the K-Reidemeister number of.cgc.) in [ll]. 
If we pullback the above sequence via g, . - r,(A, a) + r,(B, b) we deduce that the 
sequence 
O-, r,(F, e)/K+ v,(A, a)lln,(E, e)+ r,(A, a)+0 
is exact (see Section 2). 
(5.3) 
Again under suitable eventually commutativity conditions we obtain the formula 
[Fix a*: P,(Fix(cr,flE*))]R((Y*nJE*) = RK(qaj)R(a). (5.4) 
We must now relate the Reidemeister number of the self morphism (ail&), of 
r,(All E, (a, e)), to the Reidemeister number of self morphism a,n E* of r,(A, a)ll 
n,(E, e). With this in mind consider the homomorphism 4: r,(All E, (a, e))-, 
r,(A, a)ll r,(E, e) defined in Section 2. It is easy to see using the universal property 
of pullbacks and the fact that p : E + B is a fibration that 4 is an epimorphism and 
so, 
ri(A, a)n nr(E, e) = ri(AnE, (a, e))lH (5.5) 
where H = ker 4. Thus, R(a,ll E*) is the H-Reidemeister number RH((a ll E)*) of 
(an&.. 
Hence, formula (5.4) becomes 
[Fix a,: ~,(Fix(a,nE*))]RH((Yn&) = RK(Egc.))R(a). (5.6) 
Now we can apply [11,4.12] to the self map of (5.1) induced by E and p to 
obtain the Nielsen analogue 
[Fix P*: p*(Fix e*)IN(s*)= ~K(cg(.j*)j%%J (5.7) 
of (5.2). Here is where the main difficulty comes in our analogy with the Reidemeister 
formula: because of the ismorphism (5.5), the short exact sequence (5.3) becomes 
O-, n,(F, e)/K+ n,(All E, (a, e))/H+ r,(A, a)+0 
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and Theorem 4.12 of [ 1 l] does not apply in this situation, unless If = 0. Therefore, 
the first step in proving Theorem A is to work towards a relative version of [ 11,4.12]). 
Lemma 5.1. Ler b E Q(p) and (a, e) E All E with p(e) = b. Define 
K = ker[ i, : n,( F, e) + n,( E, e)], 
LJ=ker[i;,:~,(F,e)+P,(AilE,(a,e))], 
and eb = E 1 F, where i (respectively, F) is the inclusion of thejibre F in E (respectively, 
F in An E). If p is orientabfe, NK(&b) (respectively, NU(~gCnJ)) is independent of 
fixed points b (respectively, a). 
Proof. The independence of b of the number NK( sb) is just [ll, Corollary 4.7(i)]. 
We now prove that the orientability of p implies that of p Let 
h: FxI+F 
be the homotopy h(x, 0) = T(h, x)(l) and h(x, 1) = x. Take the lifting function 
r’: A’r-l(AnE)+(AIlE)’ 
given by T’(p, (a, x)) = (p, T(g+ CL, x)). Note that for any p E R(A, a), 
W4 (a, -))(I) = (a, r(g. P, -)(I)): {al x F+(a) x F 
and that the map 
h’: ({a}xF)xl-,{a}xF 
defined by h’((a, x), t) = (a, h(x, t)) is a homotopy from r’(p, (a, -))(l) to the 
appropriate identity map. 
Again, using [ll, 4.71, we obtain that N,,((all E),) is independent of the point 
a selected in an essential class of cu; but the restriction of an E to the fibre of a 
over a coincides with egta). Cl 
We are now in a position to discuss three results proved in [Ill, but in the relative 
context of the present paper; these will be needed for the proof of Proposition 5.6. 
We start by noticing that if (a, e) E @((Y n E) with b = p( e) = g(a), the maps (Y and 
E induce an endomorphism 
(E:*,~, (an e)%!, a:) 
of the short exact sequence obtained from (5.3) and the isomorphism (5.5); here 
the superscripts are included to keep track of the base points. Using the techniques 
of [ll] we then obtain the following exact sequence of groups and based sets: 
O+ Fix e&,K + Fix(a ll ~)(*oiz + Fix a: + 
Coked 1 - 4,)*/K 1 i* Coker( 1 - (a n E)$‘;$) -% Coker( 1 - og) + 0. 
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Lemma 5.2. If [K+tL]ECoker(l-&~(,,,,K) and [H+p]=jJK+p]E 
Coker(l-(ail&) , $2) then ifeither i[ K + ~1 # 0 or i[ H + ~1 # 0, there is a commutu- 
five diagram 
i, 
Coker(l- ez(,),,~) - Coker (1-(cull~)(,“i$) 
E I 
Coked1 - E&)*,~) -eCoker(l-(cullE)y;z) 
for some (ii, if) E @( LY n E), with !P[ H + CL]= [H] and E, q indexpreserving bijecrions. 
Proof. A straightforward relativization of [ll, Lemma 4.81. 0 
Lemma 5.3. If [K + 01, [K + 01 E Coker( 1 - E:(,)*,~) are such that j,[K + o] = 
j+[ K + 61 then, i[ K + a] = i[ K + f3]. 
Proof. This is the appropriate relative version of [ 11, Proposition 4.101. 0 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that (an ~)!y)(ff) c .r(0 n E). If [K+~lc 
Coked1 - E~)*,K), 
jJ_K+p]=[H+p]ECoker(l-(an&)g;z) 
and 
then i[H+ ~1 f 0 if and only if i[K +p] # 0 and i[fi] # 0. 
Proof. The obvious morphism (7,~ 1) between the short exact sequences 
and 
O+ T,(F, b)/U k - rl(An 4 (a, e)) - T,(A, a) - 0, 
O+ T,(F, b)/K 5 ‘R,(AnE, (a, e))/H- vr,(A, a)+ 0, 
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defines &he following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
Coker(1 - E:(,)*,~) T Coker( 1 -((Y fl~)2~‘) - Coker( 1 - ai) 
COW1 - EZC,WK) - 
i+ 
Coker( 1 - (a Tl e)$z) -Coker(l-a”,) 
The class [U +p] of Coker(l -E&,*,,, ) is such that k,[U+p]=[p], T,[U+ 
CL] =[K +p],and yJ’] =[H+F]. Proposition4.11 of[ll] now shows that i[p] # 0 
if and only if i[i] # 0 and i[ U i-p] # 0. Recall from [9] that K c J( lE) and from 
[12,11.3.8] that E*(J(~E)) c J(E); hence, &,(K)c J(E). Because UC K and the 
index is additive, [ll, Proposition 3.101 implies that i[ U -t ~1 # 0 if and only 
if i[K -I- p]# 0. The same argument, in conjunction with the hypothesis 
(c~ll~)?~)(H)~J(afl~) now shows that i[p]#O if and only if i[H+p]#O. 0 
From this point on we drop the cumbersome superscripts. 
The next result is an alternative version of Theorem A. 
Proposition 5.5. Let p : E + B be an orientablefibration, let g : A + B, a : A+ A, p : B -+ 
B and E : E + E be maps such that p * p = p. E and /?a g = g. (Y. Moreover, assume that 
(i) ((~fle)*(H)cJ(czn&); 
(ii) [Fix /3*: p*(F ix EJ] is independent of e E Q(E); 
(iii) [Fix or*: p,(Fix(a,fl rr.J)] is independent of (a, e) E @(an e). Then, 
[Fix/3,:p,(Fix~,)]N(ar)N(~)=[F ix a,: ~,(Fix(ar*nE*))]N~(LI.nE)N(P). 
The proof of Proposition 5.5 is an easy consequence of the following. 
Proposition 5.6. Let p : E + B be an orientable jibration satisfying conditions (i) and 
(iii) of Proposition 5.5. Then 
[Fix a,: p’,(Fix(cr,nE*))]NH((YflE) = N,(E,~,,)N(~). 
Proof. The orientability of p implies that NK (E~(~)) is independent of a E @(CT) by 
Lemma 5.1. Now, Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are precisely what is needed to give a 
word for word generalization of [ll, Theorem 4.121 to the present situation. 0 
Proof of Proposition 5.5. If the space A is equal to the space B and the map g : A+ B 
in Proposition 5.6 is taken ro be the identity map Is, the formula given in that 
Proposition becomes 
[Fix P*: p,(Fix E*)IN(E) = NK(QAN(P). (5.8) 
If NK (q+z~ ) = 0, then the previous formula and that of Proposition 5.6 prove that 
N(E) = 0 and NH (a fl E) = 0, respectively. Then the formula of Proposition 5.5 holds 
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true, since both sides of the equality are trivial. If NK ( sgcrrj) # 0 then either N(a) = 0, 
in which case NH( a il E) = 0 and Proposition 5.5 holds, or N(a) is non-zero, and 
so NK(.sg,.)) can be eliminated from Proposition 5.6 and (5.8), to give the desired 
result. 0 
Proof of Theorem A. Because of isomorphism (5.5), 
The eventual commutativity of a, and E* imply that of (all E)*,,+. The first part 
of the proof of [15, Theorem 5.91 applied to E* and (all E),,,., implies conditions 
(ii) and (iii) of Proposition 5.5. Proposition 5.5 and Proposition 3.4 complete the 
proof. Cl 
Corollary 5.7. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.5 and assuming also that 
(an E)* is eventually commutative, and 
[Fix a,: (&(Fix(all &)*)I = [Fix a*: &(Fix(a,ll a*))] 
the following formula holds true: 
Nv(eg~ )NH(an 4 = N&,&N(an e). 
Proof. Since (an E)* is eventually commutative, 
[Fix a*: (B)*(Fix(an&),)]N(ane) = NU(sg(,))N(a). (5.9) 
From [ll, Corollary 3.13(i)], we conclude that N(ail E) = 0 if, and only if, NH(arl 
E) = 0. Now if N(a) = 0 or if N(a) # 0 and NU(eg(,,)) = 0, then both N(all E) and 
Zf,(a ll E) are trivial, in which case the result is true because both sides of the 
equality are trivial; if N(a) # 0 and N”(E,(,) ) Z 0, then the equality is established 
by substitution, from (5.9) and the formula of Proposition 5.6. q 
Note that the equality of the indices as in the statement of Corollary 5.7 is true, 
for example, whenever the restriction of 4 to Fix(a n E)* is an epimorphism (cf. 
Proposition 3.6). 
Proof of Proposition B. The first part follows immediately from Propositions 5.5 
and 3.6. For the second part, notice that the nilpotency of (a n E)* 1 H implies that 
N,(alle)=N(afls) by [11,3.13]. Cl 
Proof of Corollary C. The hypothesis L(p) # 0 implies that the global index of /3 
is non-zero and therefore, that p has at least one essential fixed point class. The 
simply-connectivity of B now implies that N(P) = 1, that p : E -* I3 is orientable and 
that it satisfies the splitting conditions. Cl 
Proof of Proposition D. Proposition 5.5 implies immediately that N(E) = 0 if, and 
onlyif, N,(ails)=O.Because(arle) e”(H) c J( a ll E) and the index is additive, 
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we conclude from Proposition 3.10 of [ll] that NH(crfl E) = 0 if, and only if, 
N(cr n E) = 0. Thus, (1) follows. 
The other statements are immediate consequences of (1) and Jiang’s Theorem 
[13, Main Theorem]. Cl 
Appendix 
Formula (1.2) can be derived from Theorem 1 of [ 11, whenever we deal with 
fibrations whose spaces are all compact, path-connected ANRs. However, a more 
general result can be obtained by mimicking the spectral sequence argument in 
Serre’s proof of the Euler-PoincarC product formula 
X(F) =x(B)x(F) 
for an orientable fibration p: E + B with fibre F (see [14,9.3.1]. This idea was 
circulated by McCord in 1966 but never published; it was also observed by Fade11 
in his review of [l] (Math. Rev. 35 (1968) 4921). However, since no details ever 
appeared in print, we give them here. 
Theorem 6.1. Let p : E + B be a Q-orientable Hurewiczjbration withjibre Fb = p-‘( b) 
and let p : B --, B and e : E + E be such that p 0 E = p 0 p. Assume that H,(B, Q) and 
H*( Fb, Q) are jnite dimensional. Then, 
L(e) = L(P)L(&b), 
where &b is defined as in the introduction. 
Proof. The Hopf Trace Theorem states that if M is a finite dimensional differential 
graded module with differential of odd degree and if r#~ is an endomorphism of M 
of degree 0, then the Lefschetz number 
L(c$)=~ (-l)¶ trace(4: Mq-* M,) 
Q 
is equal to L(&), where & is the induced endomorphism of H,(M) = H&M, Q). 
An easy consequence of this Theorem is that if M is a differential bigraded module 
with differential of bidegree (s, t) with s + t odd, and 4 : M + M is an endomorphism 
of bidegree (0, 0), then 
L(4)= C (-l)p’qtrace(~:Mp~q+Mp,q)=L(~,). 
(P-P) 
The essential idea for the proof of the Theorem is to use the Hopf Trace Theorem 
iteratively on the endomorphisms E’: E’ + E’ induced by the maps p and &b, and 
to observe that the spectra1 sequence collapses. 
In more detail, since H*(B) and H*( Fb) are finite dimensional, so is E* = H,(B) 0 
H,(Fb) and thus, every Er, rs 2, lives in a finite rectangle and Er = E”, for r 
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sufficiently large. Now consider the isomorphism 
where w : I + B is a path from p(b) to b and cr? : Fpcbj-, Fb is defined by G(e) = 
T(w, e)(l), with r a lifting function for p: E + B. Note that by the Q-orientability 
of p, G* is independent of the choice of w from /3(b) to b. The naturality of the 
isomorphism E2 3 H,(B)@ H,(F,) now gives rise to the following commutative 
diagram: 
Since the horizontal maps are isomorphisms, we have: 
trace E* = trace@, 0 E& = trace /3* trace .eb*, 
and so, 
Ue2) = UP)U%). 
Because the differential d’: E’+ E’has bidegree (--r, r - l), we have I_(&*) = L.( e3) = 
* * * = L( Em). 
Finally, we show that L(em) = L(E). To this end, for each n 2 0 consider the 
filtration 
H,(E)=Dn,o~D, T-1.1 =-*-=D,,n=D--l.n+,=O, 
with Dp,g/Dp-,~q+, = Ez4. The homomorphism 
e*: K(E)-+ K(E) 
maps this filtration into itself, and the induced endomorphism of DP,q/Dp--l.q+~ goes 
over to E, : Ez, + Ezq under the isomorphism Ez, = Dp,J D,_,,,+, . Hence, 
trace(e,: H,(E)+ H,(E))= 1 trace(sm: ETg+ Ez,) 
p+q=n 
and thus, L(E) = L( Ed). Cl 
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